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PK is a Brand Strategist and the founder of Point Blank
Mediaworks, a brand agency that has worked with over
400 brands globally. He’s also the founder of PK Speaks,
a brand-driven training division that has engaged over
thousands of participants since 2019.

Vincent is a very experienced entrepreneur and is also
known for his bold investment activities. Being a certified
trainer, he has empowered thousands of entrepreneurs
and he masters in transforming a hero from a zero. He is a
confident coach strategist & trainer with unprecedented
growth mindset.

"Since attending PK's training, it has been a real eye opener.
Brand Marketing and Competitor Analysis really play a major
role in one’s success in business. The trainer PK was simply

A.M.A.Z.I.N.G! He had a good understanding of what the main
objective was and his materials were very informative and

incredibly useful. What worked for me were the experiences
that he had for each topic. Now that comes with walking the
talk. Only if you have done and proved it right, you’ll be able

to share it with conviction."

"PK is the most passionated and dedicated branding trainer that
I have ever met. His training was amazing as I could learn a lot:

from case study sharing to using proper tools practically.
Importantly, PK's spirit is something truly wonderful throughout

the workshop."

"Every once in a while you come across a person who not only
builds a friendship, but also ensures that he continues to engage

& connect to foster a sincere relationship. I recommend Vincent for
his passion & commitment in imparting his experiences to

aspiring entrepreneurs and to those in need."

“Vincent conducted a very impactful 3-Day Training to my team of 25
managers & executives – A step-by-step guide to managing

a successful business from sales to support services & customer
retention. We learned so many practical lessons through stories from
his entrepreneurial journey, coupled with examples from his diverse

business ventures- both victories and failures. From his vast experience,
Vincent is able to give clarity on applying what was delivered, while at

the same time making the whole learning process fun. He leaves
my team with a set of insightful lessons for them to practice in their

daily operations.”
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RR2022 is simply made to rebuild entrepreneurs who

has fallen and is aiming to rebuild and grow once again.

The program is carefully curated from years of business

experience & expertise for you to lead and build a

scalable business roadmap. All learnings are designed

to be practical for easy adaptation & application, not

just for you as the entrepreneur but also to lead an

effective team, your people. Learn ideas, methods &

strategies to start enjoying your entrepreneurship

journey and stop stressing. We believe in doing over

knowing, practicing over talking.

Every participant will start building their own business

& success matrix within the 2 days & implement

instantly. Real case studies, crisis stories, and a proven

crisis-free blueprint will be provided.

Real-time planning

Establishing Personal Brand DNA

Elevate the Entrepreneur Shift in You

Building the Foundation, Agility, and Resilience

Establishing your Brand Architecture

Designing KPI towards Business Goals

Expanding your Business Resources 

Team Productivity & Business Sales

Drafting a Profitable Business Marketing Strategy

Trainers who are also practitioners themselves

Sharing of Case Studies

One (1) month Intense Coaching Session

Impactful Methodology and Tools for
Entrepreneurship 

A combination of Personal Development and
Branding Module 

What’s next? 
Coaching Programme

Business Coaching Worth
RM1500!

Operational Decision-Making Process

Employment Branding

Investor, Investment

Digital Push. A Bolder Move.

PR & Networking


